
MADETailor
Our innovative collection of unique finishing touches 
to Simon Jersey ranges across all industries.



Add that extra detail 
and highlight colour by 
changing the button sew 
on the cuff. Choose to 
change one button or all 
to match. 

Create a pop of colour by 
adding a grosgrain ribbon 
trim to the collar of a 
male or female jacket, or 
down the front edge of a 
waistcoat.

Our Tailor Made Collection allows bespoke alterations 
to be applied to Simon Jersey ranges. Choosing from 
12 different colours, add modern touches including 
buttons, grosgrain and trims to uniforms to create a 
unique look for your employees. Browse through the 

options available and select a Tailor Made uniform, 
created for your business.

Jackets



Waistcoats

For the individual look change 
the colour of the buttons on 
a jacket or waistcoat from a 
selection of 12 colour options.

For a designer touch, add  
a different colour to the 
button sew. This subtle 
change is a stunning feature 
that will reinforce your  
brands colour palette.



Dresses

A colourful narrow belt,  
teamed with a matching  
scarf and a contrast colour  
pleat in the centre back split  
of the dress creates a feminine 
look. A modern twist to a 
bespoke uniform.



Skirts

For full coordination, our skirts and 
trousers can have belt loops added or 
adjusted so that a matching colour belt 
can be worn to complete the look. 

Through adding a contrast colour 
pleats at the centre back, a pop 
of your brands colour palette is 
provided from the back view.



Make an apron bespoke to your 
business. Pick your apron shape, and 
change the colour of the neck band 
and waist tie. Make it fully bespoke 
and add an embroidered logo.

Aprons



Polos
Change the buttons on a polo shirt to a 
contrast colour for a fully coordinated look.



Aprons
Contrast ties ......................................................................................from £12.50

Polos
Contrast button  ............................................................................... from £8.00

Knitwear
Contrast button  ............................................................................ from £36.00

Suiting
Jackets
Horizontal contrast button sew  .........................................from £47.00
Contast buttons  ........................................................................... from £49.00
Contrast edge lapel  ....................................................................from £53.00

Trousers
Belt loops added  ...........................................................................from £31.00

Waistcoats
Horizontal contrast button sew  .........................................from £27.00
Contrast buttons  ..........................................................................from £29.00

Dresses
Contrast pleat to back  ............................................................. from £49.00
Belt loops added  ......................................................................... from £45.00

Skirts
Contrast pleat to back  ..............................................................from £33.00
Belt loops added  ..........................................................................from £29.00

Shirts
Horizontal contrast button sew from  ......................................... £18.00
Contrast buttons from  ......................................................................... £20.00
Grosgrain trim to front placket / cuff from ............................. £24.00

Tailor Made costings

Available colours
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